Gemini C-Series
Combo Burg/Fire Kits


Gemini-Firewolf Series

Firewolf Series
Commercial Fire Kits

Gemini-FW-255KT 24V Panel, 255 Points, max. 7 Amp, 24V Power Supply. 4 on-board NACs, for 6.5A notification power. Built-in horn/strobe sync module/NAC. Built-in dual line communicator. Quickloader up/downloading & smoke detector sensitivity reporting. Large Red Enclosure, flush or surface mount. Up to 255 point battery backup.

Gemini-FW-128KT Kit as above, but with 24V Panel, 128 Points, max. 4 on-board NACs.

Gemini-FW-32KT Kit as above, but with 24V Panel, 32 Points, max. 2 on-board NACs.